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AI and the Academe
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ChatGPT can 

write a 

Reaction 

Paper easily.
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ChatGPT can write a term paper easily.
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ChatGPT can 

write in Filipino

relatively well.
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ChatGPT and Thesis Writing
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Background of 

the Study
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Significance of the Study
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Purpose of the Research
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ChatGPT can write a Review of Related Literature
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Data Gathering 

Tool, ex. 

Questionnaire
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Research Method
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Data Analysis
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ChatGPT can write a good 1st or even “semi-final” draft of 

a full thesis.

- Background of the Study

- Significance of the Study

- Research Problem

- Review of Related Literature

- Data Analysis

- Summary and Conclusion

- Recommendations

- References

These are some of the parts of a thesis that an AI can already write very well.
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ChatGPT’s Other Capabilities
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ChatGPT can 

easily make 

poems.
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ChatGPT can make 

poems using the 

style of famous 

poets.
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Kaya din niyang 

tumula.
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Short Story is 

Easy.
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It can pick 

statements from 

famous figures 

and discuss it in 

an academic 

manner.
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It can share and 

academically 

discuss lines from 

famous films.
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It can also share 

bible verses and 

insights.
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AI Detection

32
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GPTZero
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AI Detection:

GPTZero
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AI Detection:

GPTZero

Successful for non-

edited/improved AI 

generated text.

App is in beta phase and 

requires subscription.
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Pure AI 

Generated

37
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Yellow means 

paraphrased or added. 

Blue means unedited AI 

generated text.

This revision took me less 

than 5 minutes. I just 

added 2 random elements 

(aurora beams and magic 

spikes), and paraphrased 

a few sentence structures.
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Pure AI Generated Text
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5 Minute Revision of AI Generated Text
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ChatGPT is barely young. 

It was released to gather user data last November 2022. 

It already has perfect comm skills in English, French, and 

other globally used languages. Soon it will learn near 

perfect comm skills in Filipino and maybe other local 

languages. 

It might also be able to counter burstiness and perplexity 

by a newer algorithm.
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Profs can use it too.
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Drafting 

Course 

Description
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Reading suggestions

47
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It can read 

papers and 

provide 

feedback.
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Anti-Marites

At the least, the program 

seem to manifest propriety 

and respect.

Therefore offensive 

language is surely not AI 

generated.
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While it can do a lot of professorial tasks, which of 

those tasks it should do is still a matter of ethical 

consideration.But in a few years, all teachers must 

have a competent AI knowledge and skillset.

Publish or Perish will now be AI or Goodbye.
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AI and the Third World



Third World Studies

“Third World studies—that pursues a decolonial politics by examining 
the human condition broadly, especially in regard to oppression, and 
critically analyzing the locations and articulations of power as 
manifested in the social formation”

Okihiro, 2016



Canlas, M. (2014, May 

26). The breakdown of 

students' allowance. The 

Philippine Star. Retrieved 

from 

https://www.enta.ph/reso

urces/students-cost-of-

living-philippines/



Student Budget



Gpt Premium Cost



Average Family Income





Bottomline:

Developing countries are less capable to buy premium AI 
softwares. However they are still most prone to the AI 
epidemic, since they will be less capable of buying AI 
detection softwares as well.



Integrity





Integrity and the Third World

If students would be innately honest, then AI would not be a 
threat but merely, a tool.

If FILIPINO students would be innately honest, then AI would 
not be a threat but merely, a tool.





Each time a man stands up for an ideal, 

or acts to improve the lot of others, 

or strikes out against injustice, 

he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, 

and crossing each other from a million 

different centers of energy and daring those 

ripples 

build a current which can sweep down the 

mightiest walls of oppression and resistance.

- JF Kennedy, 1966

Tuwing naninindigan tayo para sa isang paniniwala, 

tuwing kumikilos tayo para mapabuti ang buhay ng iba, 

tuwing nilalabanan natin ang kawalan ng katarungan, 

nakalilikha tayo ng maliliit na galaw. 

Kapag nagkasama-sama ang mumunting galaw na mga 

ito, 

bubuo ito ng isang malakas na puwersang kayang 

magpabagsak maging ng pinakamatatag na dingding ng 

opresyon.  

Sen. Tito Sotto, 2012



Poverty of Resources = Poverty of Morals



Bottomline:

Pinoys are neither rich enough nor moral 
enough to answer to this challenge.



If the challenge cannot be surpassed, then how 
do we move forward?

We don’t answer the challenge, instead we 
remove the challenge.

We reinvent education and assessment.



How?

PEMEA will help us in the next 
few years. :) 



-END-
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